Sexual Assault Task Force
January 13, 2012
Minutes

Those in Attendance: Amanda Woolard, Katie McCarthy, Dean Harwood, Jenny Sipes, Kevin Peizel, Karla Sanders, Melissa Ashmore, Jeannie Ludlow, Adam Due, Erin Walters, Donna Hudson, Shawn Peoples, Diana ZuHone

I Bystander Intervention ideas
Eric sent out the compiled list of Bystander Intervention programs run at other colleges. Katie agreed to resend to those who hadn’t received. We agreed it would be best to look through these individually and come back to discuss next time.

II Spring Break Marketing
Discussed focusing upon the “Hands are not for hurting” message along with Spring Break safety tips. Look into creating an image/powerpoint slide for the screensavers and TV channel- Melissa will work on. Amanda would locate the previous posters used and locate appropriate ones for this year. Jeannie’s class may create a bulletin board addressing this in the library, and Katie will try to reserve a bulletin board outside of the union for similar information during the month prior to Spring Break. Jeannie will ask Janice Collins if she would do a Theoretical Tea Sunday radio panel about research being done around sexual assault.

III Tunnel of Oppression date set for April 11th. May look into how we could contribute to this

IV Ongoing discussion on efforts to increase campus dialogue around healthy relationships, with the expectation that this would also create more awareness around issues of sexual assault, stalking and damaging power dynamics in relationships
Discussed possibility of creating a PSA for weiw talking about healthy relationships
Katie, Amanda, Jeannie volunteered to each try writing one. Additional volunteers are welcome! Will discuss next meeting.

IV Future meetings, 11:00 AM Schahrer room
Feb 3, Feb 24, Mar 9 (Paris Room), Mar 23, April 13
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